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Here and Now

Our goal:

Inside this
issue:
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For HIS Glory
V o l u m e

Our goal is to
reveal The
Triune GOD
to you
through
Hebrew eyes
so much so
that you will
see HIM more
clearly, love
HIM more
dearly, and
worship HIM
ever more
sincerely.
These
monthly
newsletters
will well bring
you ever
closer to HIM.
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Now is the time, here is the place. When it comes time, it is now. The
place where you are is where it is to happen. Ministry is where your two
feet are. Ministry is where your heart is. Ministry occurs wherever the
need is. Usually we are waiting for later, tomorrow, another time. Be
careful. Even so, the events of tomorrow will become the events of today
as today becomes another yesterday, tomorrow. So as the day rolls into
view, and you put your feet back on terra firma, work to make a lasting
impression. Be very present. Everything will occur for you in the now
moment, everything will be here at the same time. Don’t miss it. So many
people are all over the map—so many thoughts, dreams, ideas, often well
and good, though rarely planned and executed. People often fail to plan,
thus they really are planning to fail. GOD has a schedule, a plan for this
world, and everyone in it, including you. You must not miss it. As the day
unfolds, be most present and accounted for. Accomplish everything in
the moment by being very much in the here and the now. Later will
come. Now has come. Tomorrow will come. Today has come. Where are
you now? What does it look like? How does it feel? How much of your
resources are present and accounted for? We can make a far better
showing for GOD by being here with HIM and getting things done now for
HIM.
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The Heart of The Matter
Awareness

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen
upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE
has not left you.
Reach for HIM, take
hold of HIM. Never
let HIM go. HE will be
better than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going
to be alright!.

Awareness of all
things is vital to the
Christian. Awareness
of things physical
soulfulspiritual.
Being aware is a
matter of being more
alive, more in touch
with life, more in
touch with GOD.
JESUS could walk
right past some
people without them

even noticing HIM
because they refused
to be aware of the life
around them and
THE GOD WHO
created them. They
live dead; unaware
and thus not alive
and in touch with that
aspect of life. How
sad. How terribly
unnecessary. Many
live in their own

perceived protective
cocoon that is really
their own tomb. They
live dead, rarely aware
and in touch with the
real life outside of
themselves and the
life they could live, the
life they should live
but the life they don’t
live because they
refuse to live. They
refuse to be aware.

Focus
Be very focused.
Your energies and
attitude must be
laserlike, not all
scattered over time
and space. The light
that shines into ones
eyes when he or she
opens them in the
morning is the same
light at a certain
amplification that will
cut through steel.

Interesting. It is often
the lack of focus that
brings defeat, it is often
the lack of good
persistent focus that
ensures not finishing
what one started, not
completing what you
began. You must focus
without distraction;
completing what you
began. Keep your eye
on The GOD Goal.

Focus. The details and
the terrain may change
and vary, but not THE
GOAL. Keep closing the
distance, even if the
direct line is not a
straight line. GOD

must ever be in
focus, and you must
ever get closer to
HIM. Focus.
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Did you know
That JESUS is not GOD THE
FATHER, as some groups out there
profess today. There are many
proofs. Let us illustrate one here. In
The Torah, one needed two or three
witnesses to establish a matter
(Deuteronomy 19:15). In John 8:13
18, we see YESHUA HIMSELF using
The Torah to demonstrate that HIS
witness is not alone, that THE
FATHER WHO sent HIM is with HIM
and bears witness of HIM. If GOD
The Father and GOD The Son were
one and the same, there would not
and could not be two witnesses here,

but there would be only one, which
would invalidate the very argument
JESUS HIMSELF is using and then
it would validate The Pharisees’
argument that HIS witness was not
true because HE had only one
witness, HIMSELF. JESUS
answers The Pharisaical argument
by first stating the absolute
veracity of HIS Own Witness as
opposed to theirs, and then with a
coup de grace, answers that HIS
other witness is GOD THE
FATHER, thus two, and They are in
total agreement. Awesome. GOD!!

Rev 22:12

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Language is
The Language of The
Bible, it is The Language
of GOD. The twentieth
letter in The Hebrew
Alphabet is the resh. It ‘s
deeper intrinsic meaning
deals with: head, highest,
most important. It
represents the number
200. Remember, Hebrew is

an alphanumeric system. .
For example, the word:
head in The Hebrew =
rosh. It literally means:
head. So The Letter always
encapsulates the intrinsic
meaning. As an example,
let’s look at The Resh
section in Psalm 119:153
160. Verse 160 says: “ The
head of your word is truth

and for forever is every
righteous judgment of yours.”
Note the first word starts here
with a resh, and it is the word
rosh. Thus, the first part would
mean that the head, the highest,
most important aspect of your
word is truth. And that’s the
truth.

What do you say when
someone you love does
something that is wrong?
When someone you love
has lied to you? When
someone you love has
betrayed your trust and
relationship with them?
First pray for them to walk
right with GOD, to come
under a strong conviction,

to be aware of The very
Presence of GOD. Then,
set it in your heart, that
what they did is wrong,
dead wrong. Decide to
work towards the best, yet
understand that the
decision to change is
theirs, only theirs. Some
will change for the better,
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others will not give up
their sin. Resolve that you
continue to do right before
GOD, while recognizing
they may choose to forever
do what is wrong. Do not
let what they do change
you; you be the strong
one, the loving one, and re
present CHRIST to them.
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“And,
behold, I
come
quickly; and
my reward is
with me, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up
going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".
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Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, rightly dividing
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
6. We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST, who
suffered and died for the sins of
the world.

1.We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.
2. We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in three
personal selfdistinctions:
FATHER, SON, and
HOLY SPIRIT.

7..We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the dead
on the third day according to
the Scriptures.

3. We believe that THE
BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE WORD
of GOD.

8. We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come again
to judge the world and reign in
Righteousness.

4. We believe in the literal
interpretation of
The WORD of GOD.

9.We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has the
power to save sinners.

5. We believe in the
virgin birth of THE
MESSIAH.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE, is
the only ONE who can bring
peace to Israel and the
nations .
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